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We study the sequence of sets of Boolean formulas defined as follows: 
H,,= (0, 1, ~1,. > x,, -~[lr.. > T,}> Hi+,={cu(~,,...,cp,);~j~H,}, 
where (Y is a k-ary Boolean connective. We study the probability that a formula randomly 
chosen from Hi with the uniform distribution represents a given function f. We characterize the 
connectives rr for which the limit of this probability when i+ 00 is equal for all Boolean 
functions f of n variables. 
1. Introduction 
In [4] Valiant proved the existence of a monotone formula of size 0(n5.3) for 
the majority function using random formulas. In [2] Razborov used random 
formulas for the proof of the existence of polynomial size formulas representing a 
Ramsey graph and some other complex types of graphs with an exponential 
number of vertices. 
In these two papers the distributions of probability are defined inductively. 
(See also the notion of the amplification method in [l].) In the first step some 
distribution on simple formulas is defined. In further steps formulas chosen from 
distributions previously defined are combined by Boolean connectives. Then the 
properties of distributions defined by this procedure are studied in the same 
inductive way as the distributions were defined. 
The formula size complexity of a Boolean function f depends on the existence 
or nonexistence of formulas of a given size representing the function $ It might 
be interesting to study also the number of such formulas. In this case it seems to 
be natural to choose a model of Boolean formulas which is polynomially 
equivalent to general formulas and satisfies the following regularity condition: the 
relative number of very large formulas representing a given Boolean function is 
nearly the same for all Boolean functions. We construct such a model of 
formulas. For this purpose we use the method of random formulas with 
independent subformulas described above. 
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Let cx be a fixed Boolean connective, i.e. a symbol denoting a function of the 
type (0, l}‘-+ (0, l}, where k Z= 2. Let it 2 2 be a fixed natural number. 
Definition 1.1. Let xj for j = 1, 2, . . . , n be symbols for Boolean variables and 
lxj denote the negation of xi. For any i 5 0 let Hi be the set of formulas defined 
by 
Ho = (0, 1, x1, . . . ) x,, 7x1, . . . , xn}, 
&+I = {a(Q)1, . . . 3 ~)k); qj E Hi for j = 1, 2, . . . , k}. 
Notation. Let M, denote the union of Hi for all i and n. 
Let Tz be the threshold function “at least two out of three”, i.e. T:(x, y, z) = 
xy v yz v xz and let the selection function se1 be defined by sel(0, y, z) = y and 
sel(1, y, z) = z for all y, z E (0, l}. Using well-known results, see e.g. [5], it can 
be easily proved that any Boolean formula in an arbitrary but fixed complete 
basis (for instance {di, v, l}), can be transformed into an equivalent formula 
from M, with only polynomial increase of the size, if for instance a = TG, CY = se1 
or a(x, y, z) =x @yz. 
Definition 1.2. (i) Let @i be a random variable denoting a formula chosen 
randomly from the uniform distribution on Hi. Let F(~i) denote the Boolean 
function represented by the formula @i. 
(ii) For anyf : (0, l}” + (0, I> let Pi(f) = P(F(@i) =f). 
Thus pi(f) is the relative number of formulas in Hi representing the function J 
The probabilistic formulation is used in order to simplify the computations. 
The following lemma allows us to study the properties of Pi(f) by induction on 
i and is used in Sections 4 and 5. 
Lemma 1.3. The formula @i+l has the same distribution as CX(@~,,, . . . , @i,k), 
where @i,j are independent realizations of @. 
Proof. It is easy to see that under the assumptions on pi, the formula 
a(@i,l, * * . J @i,k) has the uniform distribution on Hi+,. El 
2. Result 
We prove (Theorem 5.4) that for all balanced and nonlinear connectives (Y 
(Definition 4.6) and for all Boolean functions f of n variables the following holds 
ii? Pitf 1 = (;I”“. 
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It is also proved that the conditions on (Y are necessary. The connectives Tz, se1 
and x 69 yz previously mentioned satisfy this property. 
Some weaker results obtained by another method were announced in [3]. 
3. Notation 
For any i 2 0 let Bi = (0, l}i. Let Oi E Bi be the element consisting only of 
zeros. Further let F, = (0, l}“n, F,k= (F,)“, i.e. Ff: is the set of all k-tuples of 
Boolean functions of n variables. For any U, v E F, let 1~1 be the number of a E B, 
satisfying v(a) = 1 and u < u means u(a) G v(a) for all a E B,. 
For simplicity of notation we abbreviate 2” as d and also we use the notation 0, 
for the zero function in F, although F, is not exactly Bd. We suppose n be a fixed 
natural number in the rest of the paper. 
We use symbols f, g, U, 21, w for Boolean functions and the same symbols with 
an arrow for k-tuples of Boolean functions. We always suppose that if f and 
f 1, f * . , fk are used in the same context then f = (fi, . . . , fk) holds. Sometimes 
we consider k-tuples of Boolean functions as functions B, - Bk and hence 
i(a) = N(a), . . . Aa)) eB,c. If j%+L (Y: Bk* (0, l} then a(f): B,,-, 
(0, l} in the natural way. We suppose the same for g, U, v instead of J 
We use symbols t, r for elements of Bk and i, j, k, 1 for natural numbers. 
4. The Fourier transform 
We generalize the method used in [2] which is based on the discrete Fourier 
transform. Let (Y be a fixed k-ary Boolean connective and pi(f) be as in 
Definition 1.2. 
Definition 4.1. For any g, u E F, and r, t E Bk let (g, V) denote @jasB. g(u)v(u) 
and (r, t) denote @TZ1 qtje 
Definition 4.2. For any u E Fn and i 2 0 let Ai be defined as follows 
Ai = C pi(g)(-l)(gl”). 
geF, 
Lemma 4.3. For any f E F, and i 2 0 the following holds 
pi(f) =$ c, A,(v)(-l)? 
VSF" 
Proof. It is the standard inverse formula of the discrete Fourier transform. See 
also [2]. 0 
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Lemma 4.4. (1) Ai = 1. 
(2) For any v E F, IAi( s 1. 
Proof. Both parts (1) and (2) are simple consequences of the fact that 
CfcK pi(f) = 1 and Pi(f) 20. q 
Now we derive the recurrence relation for Ai which is used in Section 5. 
Proposition 4.5. For any r E Bk let 
Sri(r) = -$ C, (-l)(t,r)@a(t). 
relY* 
Then for any w E F, and i 2 0 the following holds 




Ai . * * Aim 
OEB, 
tJjsw w(a)=1 
Proof. Using Lemma 1.3 we can write 
P(F(@i+,) =f) = P(a(F(@i,l), - . . 7 F(@i,k)) =f ). 
The random event in the right hand side is a disjoint union of events 
F(qi.1) =gl d * . . & F(@i,k) =&Tk 
for all k-tuples (gI, . . . , gk) satisfying a(gI, . . . , &) = f. USiIIg independency Of 
C& for j = 1, 2, . . . , k we get 
Pi+l(f) = z P&l) ’ * * Pi(gk). 
H 
43 =f 
Using this and Definition 4.2 we get 
Ai+l(w) = C Pi+l(f )(-l)““’ 
= $ c pi(gl) - . ‘pi(gk)(-l)v.“’ 
g’ 
N%)=f 
= &,&I) * ’ mp,(gk)(-l)(“(g)‘w’. 
I 
By Lemma 4.3 we get 
Ai+l(w) = F ,@ (f x Ai(v,)(-l)(~~u~~)(-l)(a~~~~w) 
9 
= c T -$ Ai . . . Ai(vk (Wi)(-l)(“(g),w) 
H 
= T K(G, w)Ai(V,) . * * Ai( (1) 
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where 
qc, w) =-!-2 (_l)~=l(g,.u,)~(~(H),w). 
% 
By a simple transformation we get 
KC% w) = $ c C-1) ~~~B”((6(11),O(a))~n(~(a))w(a)) 
g’ 
=$+ rp) (g’(a),~(a))~lr(d(u))w(n) 
Let us denote for any t E Bk 
Q(u, t) =$ (_l)“.“‘““~““‘“‘“‘. 
It can be easily shown that 
K(C w) = T ag 
n 
Q<a, g’(a)) = aG ,z Qb 4. 
n /I 
The following holds 
,z, Q<a, 4 = : 
if w(a) = 0 and G(u) # 0, 
if w(u) = 0 and G(u) = 0, 
&(5(u)) if w(u) = 1. 
(2) 
By this we get: K(O, w) f 0 + there is no a E B, satisfying w(u) = 0 and 
vi(u) = 1 for some j = 1, 2, . . , k. Hence we can restrict the sum (1) to 5 
satisfying 2/j S w for all j = 1, 2, . . . , k. Under this restriction we can restrict the 
product in (2) to a E B, satisfying w(u) = 1. The reason is that if w(u) = 0 then by 
condition vi < w we get C(u) = 0, and hence CreBk Q(u, t) = 1 holds. Since 
CIEBk Q(u, t) =&(5(u)) if w(u) = 1 Proposition 4.5 is proved. 0 
Now we prove some properties of coefficients S,(r). 
Definition 4.6. We say that the connective (Y is 
(i) balanced if I{t E Bk; a(t) = 1}1 = 2k-’ 
(ii) linear if cu(t) = co @ c,t, @ - . . CT3 cktk for some co, . . . , ck E (0, l}. 
Lemma 4.7. (i) CrsBk S,(r)* = 1 
(ii) LY is balanced - S,( 0,) = 0 
(iii) (Y ti nonlinear - Vr E Bk IS,(r)1 < 1 
(iv) a(t) is identically equal to any of the functions t,, . . . , tk, lfl, . . . , -uk 
f, Z, &@I2 = 1. 
Irl=l 
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Proof. Let us define the vector e, E EB* and for any r E Bk the vector e, E EBk as 
follows (E denotes the set of real numbers): 
for all I E Bk, 
(-1)““’ 
e,(t) = ___ 
2 k/2 
and e,(t) = (-$Fr’ . 
It is easy to see that S,(r) = e, . e,, i.e. S,(r) is a scalar product of two unit 
vectors, and that vectors e, for r E Bk form an orthonormal basis of EBk. This 
implies part (i) of the lemma. 
Part (ii) follows directly from the definition of S,(r) because &(ok) = 
1/2k CIEBk (-1)““) holds. For any r E Bk the following holds: IS,(r)] = 1 *en = e, 
or e, = -e,. In the former case we get o(t) = (t, r) and in the latter one we get 
e(t) = 1 @ (t, r ). The functions (t, r ) and 1 @ (t, r) for all r E Bk are exactly all 
linear functions of k arguments. It implies part (iii). 
We prove part (iv). The left to right implication in (iv) is a simple consequence 
of the considerations above. We prove the converse one. Suppose that 
2 S,(r)2 = 1 
EBk 
Ir(=l 
holds. Since S,(r) = e, * e, it implies e, = Clr,=i &(r)e,. By definition of e, and e, 
it follows that for all t E Bk 1 = I,&,,=i &(r)(-l)(‘,‘)l. Clearly, there exists t E Bk 
such that if Irl = 1 then &(r)(-1) c&c) 2 0 holds. Hence C,,,=i I&(r)1 = 
Clrlzl S,(r)* = 1 holds. It implies that if Irl = 1 then l&(r)1 = Sa(r)2 and hence 
S,(r) E (-1, 0, l}. It is an easy consequence that all but one of S,(r) for (r( = 1 
are equal to zero. Hence e, = e, or ear = -e, for some r satisfying jr1 = 1. It means 
a(t) = tj or o(t) = ltj for some i = 1, 2, . . . , k. 0 
5. The limit distribution 
First we prove two technical lemmas which we use in the proof of Theorem 5.3. 
Lemma 5.1. Let Xi+1 = UlXj + U& + . * * + akxf, IX”) < 1, Cf=, lUj1 s 1 and Iall < 1. 
Then lim,, Xi = 0 holds. 
Proof. From the recurrence relation for xi we get Ix~+~( < lxil xi”=, Jail . Ixjljpl. 
Hence if IXil G 1 then (x~+~( s IXil. It follows that for all i 2 0 lxil 6 lx01 holds. Let 
US denote a = c&i lUj( . Ix,f’. Clearly (xi+11 G a [xi1 and a 6 (ail + lx,,1 . CF=, luj( 
holds. By assumptions of the lemma we get Cik_2 lujl G 1 - (ail. Hence a G 
lull + 1.~~1 (1 - jail) < lull + (1 - jail) holds. Accordingly, a < 1 and the lemma 
follows. q 
Lemma 5.2. Let x~+~=u~x~ +. . . + ukxf + yj and let for al/ i 3 0 lxil =S 1 be 
satisfied. Further, let lim,_, yj = 0 and C:=, lujl < 1. Then limj_,xi = 0 holds. 
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Proof. Let US denote a = Cik_l (Ujl. Clearly for all i 2 0 [Xi+11 6 u lxil + lyil holds. 
Let E be an arbitrary positive number. By the assumptions of the lemma there 
exists I such that for all i 2 I lyil s (1 - a)~ holds. Hence for all i 2 I the following 
holds Ixi+rl ~a IXi( + (1 -a)~. By a simple transformation we get lXi+rl - E c 
u(lxil - E) and hence JXil - E c a’-’ (1~~1 - E). It follows that for i large enough 
lxil 6 2.5 holds. Since it is true for any E > 0 the lemma is proved. 0 
Theorem 5.3. Let w E F,, w f 0, and let the connective a be balanced and 
nonlinear. Then lim,, Ai( W) = 0 holds. 
Proof. First we transform the formula from Proposition 4.5. For w E F,, w # 0, 
let 
G,={5EF~;vj~wforj=1,2,...,kandB${O~,w}“}. 
Then the following holds: 
A,+~(w) = C Sa(t)““‘Ai(t,w) . * * Ai(tkw) + Y,(w), 
tEBk 
where 





Sa(~(a)))d,(vl). * * Ai( 
By further transformation we get 
(1) 
By Lemma 4.7 &JO,) = 0 and by Lemma 4.4 Ai = 1 holds, so 
&+1(W) = i aj(W)Ai(WY + Y,(W), 
j=l 
where 





We prove the statment of Theorem 5.3 by induction on [WI. 
Let (WI = 1. Let a E B, be such that w(u) = 1 and w(b) = 0 holds for all b #a. 
Hence the following holds: 
A,(w) = c po(f)(-l)f’“’ 
f 
=--& [(-1)~+(-1)1+,$1((-1)+‘“‘+(-1)“‘”’)] =o 
Further, G,,, = 0 holds and hence y,(w) = 0 holds for all i 3 0. It follows by 
induction from (2) that Ai = 0 holds for all i 2 0. 
Let IwI = 2. We verify that Lemma 5.1 can be used for estimating Ai( Let 
a, b E B, be such that a Zb, w(u) = w(b) = 1 and w(c) = 0 holds for all c 4 {a, b}. 
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Then the following holds 
A,(w) = c p&)(- l)f’“‘@ff’b’ 
= A. 2[ 1 + 2 (-l)“‘“‘@W’] 
j=l 
=&+n-2h(u, b)), (4) 
where h(a, b) is the Hamming distance of a and b. Since h(a, b) E (1, n) we get 
IA,,(w)lss< 1. (5) 
Any member of the sum (1) contains Ai for at least one v c w satisfying 
IuI = 1. In the previous step of induction we proved that if 1~1 = 1 then Ai = 0 
for all i 2 0. It follows that the sum (1) and hence y,(w) is equal to zero for all 
i 20. 
By the relation (3) and Lemma 4.7 we know that Uj(W) Z= 0, Cfz, Uj(W) = 1 and 
al(w) < 1 holds. Hence we can use Lemma 5.1 and (2) and we get lim,,, Ai = 
0. 
The remaining case is IwI 3 3. First we verify that we can use Lemma 5.2. By 
Lemma 4.4 we get that IAi( G 1 holds for all i 2 0. By the induction hypothesis 
we know that lim,, A,(v) = 0 holds for all v such that 0 < Iv1 < 1~1. Any member 
of the sum (1) contains at least one A,(V) with this property. Since all Ai are 
bounded and the sum (1) contains a fixed number of members it follows that 
lim,, y,(W) = 0. 
By Lemma 4.7 we get that for all r E B, I&(r)1 < 1 holds and there exists r E B, 
such that S,(r) # 0. Using this and (3) we get 
Hence we can use Lemma 5.2 and (2) and we get lim,, Ai = 0. •i 
Theorem 5.4. If n 3 2 then the following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) (Y is balanced and nonlinear 
(ii) for all f E F, the following holds: 
;;: Pi(f) = (4)2’. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.3 the following holds 
Pi(f) =A C Ai 
= $ + $, c A,(v)(-l)““‘. 
v#O, 
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From this and Theorem 5.3 it follows that (i) + (ii). 
The converse direction can be proved as follows. Suppose (ii) be satisfied. If (Y 
is linear then all formulas in Hi for all i 2 0 represent linear functions. If it 2 2 it is 
a contradiction. Hence (Y is nonlinear. 
Further, let N= I{t E Bk; a(t) = l}/ and a E B,. By Lemma 1.3, if X,+i = 
@+1(a), Xi = @i( a and Xi,i are independent realizations of Xi, then X,+i = ) 
cu(X.1,. . . ? Xi,k). If the probability P(Xi = 1) is near to 4 then the probability 
p(xi+l = 1) is near to N/2k. It is easy to see that (ii) implies lim,,, P(Xi = 1) = 4 
and hence (ii) implies that a is balanced. 0 
Remark 5.5. There is no binary connective (Y satisfying the condition (i) from 
Theorem 5.4. Examples of such ternary connectives may be T$ se1 and 
a&, y, z) = x @ yz. Any other ternary balanced and nonlinear connective can be 
obtained from these ones by permuting and negating variables. 
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